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ON FINITE PRESENTATIONS FOR GROUPS
R. CRAGGS
Abstract. Three theorems are proved here giving canonical forms for finitely-presented groups. The first characterizes groups with balanced presentations as those
groups with presentations of the form

Oi. •-•>y»\yt
= «O»/).
*- i.»>
where a is some automorphism of the free group with free basis>>,,... ,y„. Similar
canonical forms, with two automorphisms rather than one, are given for arbitrary
finitely-presented groups.

For each n > 1, let Y" denote the free group on the alphabet y„ . . . ,yn, and
consider finite group presentations of the form

9 = <^i,...,^Jr„...,r,>.
Here each relator r, is an element of Y", and 9 is a presentation for a group H if
there is an epimorphism 17: Y" -» H whose kernel N is the smallest normal
subgroup of Y" containing each of the relators r¡. For automorphisms a,, . . . , ak
of Y", consider also finite presentations with n generators and k ■n relators,

<$(ax, ...,ak)

= < v„ . . . , y„\ yj-\{yj),

1< i < k,\

< j < n).

Below we prove three theorems showing how to convert any finite presentation
for a group to one of the canonical forms 9(av . . . , ak). In particular, we
characterize groups with balanced presentations by showing that such presentations can be converted to the form above with k ■» 1. These forms are suggested by
the theory of HNN-extensions and will be discussed briefly after the theorems are
proved. In the proofs of the theorems we will make use of Nielsen and Schreier's
theorem that any set of n elements which generates a free group of rank n freely
generates that group (see Magnus, Karass, and Solitar [12, §3.2] or Lyndon and

Schupp [11, Chapter 1, §2]).
Theorem A. Let H be any finitely-presented
generators = no. relators)

group with balanced presentation

(no.

9 = (yi,...,y„\rl,...,rmy.
Then for some automorphism a of Y2n, the group H has a presentation

9(a).

Proof. Our proof is suggested by a construction in Rapaport [22, p. 230].
Consider the homomorphism a of F2" defined by

<*(y¡)- W+».

«(>',•+„)= y¡,

i < n.
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This is certainly an automorphism since {r¡yi+„} U {y¡} generates Y2n and so
freely generates Y2". But the presentation 9(a) results from 9 by the following
sequence of operations.
(1) Add new generatorsy„+x, . . . ,y2n and new relators v,"1,^,.
(2) Conjugate each old relator r¡ toy¡~xr¡y¡.
(3) Multiply each modified relator ( v," vr¡y¡)on the right by ( v,+1^',)""'•
Each of these operations is a Tietze transformation; so 9(a) must also be a
presentation for H.
Theorem B. Let H be any finitely-presented group. For some n and for some pair
of automorphisms a and ß of Y", the group H has a presentation 9 (a, ß).

Proof. Let H have the presentation

^ = (y\,■•-.^«ki.•••»»>>•
By adding, if necessary, new generators y¡ (i > m) and adding the same y¡'$ as
relators, we may arrange things so that p < 2m. Then by adding copies of the
trivial relator 1, we may arrange things so that/» = 2m. Set n = 2m and s¡ = ri+m
(i < m). Define, as in the proof of Theorem A, two automorphisms a and ß by

a(x+m)=x;

ß(yi+m)=yi-

Now, just as in the proof of Theorem A, the group H has the presentation 9 (a, ß).
The deficiency of a presentation 9* =<>',,...
,y„\rx, . . . , r > is the difference
p — n between the number of relators and the number of generators. The deficiency
of a finitely presented group H is the minimum deficiency taken over all finite
presentations for H. For a finitely-presented group H, let k(H) denote the
maximum of 2 and the deficiency of H. Finally, for each pair of natural numbers
(k, n) with 2 < k < n, let /?fcjJI
denote the automorphism of y defined by

ßkJyi)=yi+i

(/<*),

tWvi

0>*),

&r,n(.V*) = Wl-

The next theorem shows that ^(a,

j8) in Theorem B can always be chosen so

that ß = ßk„ for some pair (k, ri).
Theorem C. Let H be any finitely-presented group and let k = k(H). For some n,
the group H has a presentation 9 (a, ßkn) as in Theorem B.

Proof. Let H have a presentation
9 = (yi>--->ym\rv

■•■>rp)

with minimum deficiency. If this deficiency is smaller than 2, add copies of the
trivial relator to 9 so that/» - m = k > 2. Now
(yv...,ym,...,yp\rx,...,rp)

is a balanced presentation for the group W * H where IF is a free group of rank
k = p — m.
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By Theorem A there is a natural number n and there is an automorphism ax of
Y" so that W * H has the presentation 9 (a,). This presentation corresponds to an
epimorphism tj: Y" -h>W * H whose kernel is normally generated by the relator set
{.y,-'(*[(.)>,)}.By tne Grushko-Neumann theorem (see Grushko [6], Neumann [18],

Kurosh [9], Lyndon [10], Lyndon and Schupp [11], Massey [14], or Stallings [24]),
Y" decomposes as a free product of free groups U * V where tj maps U onto W. By
Lyndon and Schupp [11, Chapter 1, 2.12] we may suppose that tj maps U isomorphically onto W. By the Nielsen-Schreier theorem on free generators, there is an
automorphism y of Y" taking Yk onto U. This automorphism converts 9(ax) to
the presentation
(y\> • • • ,ym\v~l{yt)

= y~*ai(y¡)

(» < «)>

corresponding to the epimorphism tj ° y (order of composition y, -» ~q(y(y¡))). But
we can use any generating set in place of {y,} to write an equivalent set of
relations. Thus
(/i.

• • • >y»\y~l(y(yi))

= v"1«iy(^)>

is a presentation for W * H. But if a = y~ 'a.y, then the presentation above is just
9(a) with the relators rewritten as relations. Now 9(a) corresponds to the
epimorphism tj ° y. Since tj ° y carries Yk isomorphically onto W, we need only
kill 7,, . . . ,yk to get a presentation for H. The relator set {y,r*ßk.n(yi)} generates
the subgroup Yk and so 9 (a, ßkn) is the desired presentation for H.
Remarks. I. It should be noted that the presentation 9(a) in Theorem A is
obtained from 9 by the application of extended Nielsen transformations (see

Andrews and Curtis [2], [3], Metzler [15], Pfeiffer [20], Rapaport [23], and Wright
[25] for a discussion of extended Nielsen transformations).
II. The presentations 9(a) and 9 (a, ß) are closely related to presentations
HNN-extensions of free groups 9(a) and 9(a, ß) described below.
9(a)
9(a,ß)

= (yv . . . ,y2n, t\ t'^t
= <_y„ . . . ,yn, s, t\ s'^s

for

= a(y¡) (1< / < In)),
= a(y¡), t~\t

= ß(y,)

(1<

/ < «)>.

In each case we obtain the canonical presentation 9(a) or 9(a ß) by killing the
stable letter or letters (/ or j and /) in the displayed presentation. (For further
discussion of HNN-extensions see Higman, Neumann and Neumann [8], Miller

[16], or Lyndon and Schupp [11, Chapter 4, §7].)
III. The presentations 9(a) described in II arise naturally in 3-manifold topology as presentations for fundamental groups of fibered knots. We discuss this
connection briefly, for it offers some insight into the special properties of some
groups with balanced presentations that make them 3-manifold groups.
Every closed, compact, oriented 3-manifold M contains a fibered knot (Myers
[17], González-Acuña [5]). The closure of the complement of such a knot fibers
over the circle. Thus there is a compact, oriented surface Q, of genus say n and
with one boundary component, so that the fibered space just mentioned has a
description as Q X [0, l]/(y, 0) = (h(y),\) where h is some orientation-preserving
homeomorphism of Q that leaves Bd Q pointwise fixed. The fundamental group of
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Q is free on 2n generators, say.y,,. . . ,y2n, and the fundamental group of the knot
complement has a presentation as 9(h^) (see for example Lyndon and Schupp [11,
p. 190]). Here / corresponds to the class of a meridian on the boundary of the
tubular neighborhood of the knot, and A, is the automorphism of nx(Q) induced
by h. A corresponding presentation for the fundamental group trx(M) is then

9(hJ. It is obtained from 9(h¿ by killing t.
What makes 9(h„) and 9(h¿) more special than the average 9(a) and 9(a) is
this: If the base point for trx(Q) is chosen on Bd Q, and if the basis v,, . . . , v2„ is
chosen appropriately, then h+(q) = q where q = U"[y¡,y¡+„]- Nielsen's technique
for geometrically realizing automorphisms of surface groups (see Nielsen [19] and
Mangier [13]) shows that the reverse is true. If an automorphism a of Y2n leaves
the quadratic word q fixed, then a is induced by a homeomorphism of a compact
oriented surface Q with one boundary component. In that case 9(a) is a presentation for the group of a fibered knot complement in a 3-manifold M and 9 (a) is a
presentation for trx(M).
Thus we see that to effectively determine whether a group with balanced
presentation is the group of a closed, oriented 3-manifold, one must be able to
determine whether there is a presentation 9(a) for the group, based on a:
Y2n -» Y2", such that a leaves the quadratic word q fixed.
IV. The triviality problem for groups with balanced presentations-it seeks an
algorithm that determines, for each balanced presentation of a group, whether the
group is trivial-is a major unsolved problem in combinatorial group theory. The
triviality problem for arbitrary finitely-presented groups is, nevertheless, known to
be unsolvable (see Adjan [1], Rabin [21], also Boone [4] and Miller [16, Chapter V,
Theorem 1]). One possible approach to this problem is developed below. It is based
on a notion of embedding presentations, and for the sake of simplicity we restrict
things to the case of balanced presentations.
Let 9(a) and 9(ß) be presentations based on automorphisms a of Y" and ß of
Ym. We say that 9(a) embeds in 9(ß) if there is a subgroup W of Ym isomorphic
to Y" under an isomorphism y : Y" —»H7so that
(1) W is invariant under ß,
(2) a = y'1 ° ß ° y and
(3) y induces a monomorphism of the factor group Y" / a into the factor group
Ym/ß.

Notice that the definition make sense when we allow m, n, or both to be infinite.
Furthermore, Theorems A, B, and C have analogs, with identical proofs, in the
case of free groups with infinite rank. When an infinite number of generators is
allowed, every recursively-presented group has a balanced presentation with an
infinite number of generators and an infinite number of relators. It follows that
every recursively-presented group has a presentation as Yw/a where Yu is a free
group of infinite rank and a is some recursively defined automorphism on Yu.
Consider the following three questions on embeddings of presentations. The first
two are suggested by the Higman embedding theorem [7].
(1) If 9(a) is a presentation based on a: Ya -^ Yu, does 9(a) embed, in some
effective manner, in some finite presentation 9(ß)7
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(2) If the answer to (1) is "no", can a be replaced, in some effective way, by a
new automorphism a' so that 9 (a') presents the same group and embeds in some
finite presentation 9(ß)l
(3) If the answer to (1) or (2) is "yes", can ß be chosen so that 9(ß) presents the

trivial group if 9 (a) does?
If the answer to (3) were "yes", and if one could effectively determine when one
had embeddings, then it would follow easily that the triviality problem would be
unsolvable for groups with finite balanced presentations.
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